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The cosmological Robertson–Walker metric of general relativity is often said to have the
consequences that �1� the recessional velocity v of a galaxy at proper distance � obeys the Hubble
law v=H�, and therefore galaxies at sufficiently great distance � are receding faster than the speed
of light c; �2� faster than light recession does not violate special relativity theory because the latter
is not applicable to the cosmological problem, and because “space itself is receding” faster than c
at great distance, and it is velocity relative to local space that is limited by c, not the velocity of
distant objects relative to nearby ones; �3� we can see galaxies receding faster than the speed of
light; and �4� the cosmological redshift is not a Doppler shift, but is due to a stretching of photon
wavelength during propagation in an expanding universe. We present a particular Robertson–Walker
metric �an empty universe metric� for which a coordinate transformation shows that none of these
interpretation necessarily holds. The resulting paradoxes of interpretation lead to a deeper
understanding of the meaning of the cosmological metric. © 2009 American Association of Physics Teachers.
�DOI: 10.1119/1.2987790�
I. INTRODUCTION

Several authors have questioned the standard expansion of
space interpretation of the Robertson–Walker cosmological
metric. Some of this discussion was stimulated by a Scien-
tific American paper by Charles Lineweaver and Tamara
Davis.1 In this paper and other more technical
publications,2,3 the authors discuss in a beautifully clear
manner a number of common misconceptions about the
physics of the expanding universe, taking as the “right” in-
terpretation the generally accepted expansion of space inter-
pretation based on the Robertson–Walker line element. We
heartily recommend this work to the interested reader. Other
authors such as Grøn and Elgarøy,4 Chodorowski,5,6

Peacock,7 and Morgan8 have discussed alternatives to this
interpretation or have argued that the standard expansion of
space interpretations are incorrect.5 Much of this work has
been expanded upon and clarified in the writings of Abro-
mowics et al.,9 Lewis et al.,10 Francis et al.,11 and Barnes et
al.12 In this paper we point out that a number of these argu-
ments are nothing more than interpretations of the same cos-
mological physics in different coordinate systems �different
reference frames�.

One of the fundamental principles of general relativity
�the principle of general covariance� states that all spacetime
coordinate systems are equally valid for the description of
nature and that metrics that are related by a coordinate trans-
formation are physically equivalent. This principle sounds
simple enough, but one repeatedly finds in the literature ar-
guments that amount to advocacy for the interpretation based
on one set of coordinates to the exclusion of the interpreta-
tion that is natural when using another set of coordinates for
the same set of events. It has been said that each generation
of physicists must learn anew �usually the hard way� the
meaning of Einstein’s postulate of general covariance.

This paper considers a particular example of the
Robertson–Walker metric for which a coordinate transforma-
tion shows that this metric describes a flat spacetime admit-

ting Minkowski coordinates. This particular metric allows
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one to apply all of the arguments leading to the standard
expanding-space interpretation. At the same time, we can
interpret the physics from a flat-spacetime, Minkowski
perspective—a perspective that is sometimes used in argu-
ments intended to refute the expansion of space interpreta-
tion. The vastly different interpretations in these two coordi-
nate systems provides a graphic example of how very
different interpretations can exist in different coordinate
frames and yet be physically equivalent. The seemingly ir-
reconcilable interpretations present apparent paradoxes of a
type not encountered in special relativity, and the under-
standing of the resolution of these paradoxes leads to a
deeper understanding of the meaning of the postulate of gen-
eral covariance.

John Wheeler has written “Sad the week without a para-
dox, a difficulty, an apparent contradiction! For how can one
then make progress?”13 One of the best ways to acquire a
deep understanding of relativistic concepts is to work
through and resolve the paradoxes of relativity �problems
that, when approached in two different ways, give apparently
contradictory results�. The twin paradox and the problem in
which a moving Lorentz-contracted pole fits into a barn in
the barn’s reference frame, but not in the pole’s frame are
problems of this type.15,16 The latter problem brings home
the meaning of the relativity of simultaneity better than any
abstract discussion of how clocks are synchronized. We hope
that the following discussion of the paradoxes in cosmologi-
cal theory will lead to such a learning experience.

We first give a more quantitative discussion of some of the
“correct” conceptual pictures of cosmological phenomena
addressed by Lineweaver and Davis,1 views that are held to
be correct by most cosmologists. This picture may be viewed
as the accepted conventional interpretation derived from the
Robertson–Walker metric. We then discuss a particular
model universe �an empty Robertson–Walker universe�
which, when transformed to a manifestly flat-spacetime
form, seems to contradict the conventional interpretation. Fi-

nally, we discuss the essential insights required to resolve the
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various contradictions and thereby obtain a deeper under-
standing of the Robertson–Walker spacetime in this and
other contexts.

II. THE ROBERTSON–WALKER METRIC

A standard form of the Robertson–Walker metric is

ds2 = − c2dt2 + a2�t�� dr2

1 − kr2 + r2�d�2 + sin2 �d�2�� , �1�

where the spatial geometry has positive, zero, or negative
curvature for k= +1, 0, and −1, respectively, and a�t� is the
scale factor describing the expansion of the universe. Galax-
ies reside at constant values of the comoving coordinates r,
�, �, and the time coordinate t is the proper time on clocks
moving with the galaxies.

For our purpose a different radial coordinate

� = �
0

r dx
�1 − kx2

, �2�

is convenient. For this radial marker the metric in Eq. �1�
becomes

ds2 = − c2dt2 + a2�t��d�2 + �k
2�d�2 + sin2 �d�2�� , �3�

where �k=sin � for k= +1, �k=� for k=0, and �k=sinh �
for k=−1.

The Robertson–Walker metric is the most general metric
describing a spatially homogeneous and isotropic spacetime.
The form of this metric is derived from these symmetries
alone, and not from the Einstein field equation. If the
Robertson–Walker metric is to be a solution of Einstein’s
equation, then a�t� must satisfy the Friedmann equation; the
equation describing the gravitational dynamics of a spatially
homogeneous spacetime.

III. THE CONVENTIONAL INTERPRETATION

The following are the generally accepted points of inter-
pretation of the Robertson–Walker metric discussed by Lin-
eweaver and Davis,1 but presented here in a more quantita-
tive form.

A. Distant objects recede faster than light

From the Robertson–Walker metric in Eq. �3� we see that
the proper distance from an observer at �=0 to a galaxy at
comoving coordinate � �measured at a given time t� is �
=a�t��. It follows that the recessional velocity is given by
Hubble’s law

v 	
d�

dt
= H�t�� , �4�

where

H�t� =
1

a

da

dt
�5�

is the Hubble parameter. Equation �4� indicates that, at dis-
tances greater than the Hubble distance

�H =
c

H�t�
, �6�
the recessional velocity exceeds c in an expanding universe.
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B. Space itself is expanding

The world lines of constant �, which mark the positions of
distant galaxies, are geodesics of the Robertson–Walker met-
ric Eq. �3�, and the nonrotating Cartesian axes following
these paths are local inertial reference frames for all time t.
The proper distance d�=a�t�d� between two such frames at
�=constant and �+d�=constant increases with time in an
expanding universe, and the integrated proper distance be-
tween the local inertial observer frame at �=0 and the local
galaxy frame at �=constant, namely �=a�t��, increases with
time according to the Hubble law Eq. �4�. Thus, the two local
inertial frames are separating at a rate exceeding the speed of
light when the proper distance between them exceeds the
Hubble distance �H. This increasing separation of local iner-
tial frames is referred to as the expansion of space itself, and,
except for small deviations, the matter of the universe fol-
lows this expansion. The velocity of any object in the local
inertial frame at its location is less than c. We say that space
itself is expanding because, in a nonexpanding space such as
the Minkowski space of special relativity, the relative veloc-
ity of material objects cannot exceed c for any spatial sepa-
ration of those objects.

C. We can see galaxies receding faster than light

The statement that we can see galaxies receding faster
than light is sometimes thought to be false because the local
inertial frame of such a galaxy is moving away from us faster
than light, and so photons emitted by the galaxy in our di-
rection are “dragged away” and make no progress in our
direction. This interpretation is correct initially, but as time
progresses, the Hubble distance Eq. �6� increases and even-
tually the photons which are attempting to reach us are no
longer in a local inertial frame receding faster than light. The
photons then decrease their distance from us and eventually
reach our position ��=0�, allowing us to see a galaxy that is
receding faster than light.

The mathematics of galaxy recession proceeds as follows.
The rate of change of the proper distance �=a�t�� for any
moving object is

d�

dt
=

da

dt
� + a

d�

dt
. �7�

The first term on the right is the Hubble-expansion term
H�t��. For galaxies with �=�G=constant the second term
vanishes, and Eq. �7� is just the Hubble expansion law
d�G /dt=H�t��G. In contrast, for photons propagating radi-
ally, the null condition ds2=−c2dt2+a2�t�d�2=0 gives
a�t�d� /dt= �c for the second term, and Eq. �7� for photons
propagating toward us becomes

d��

dt
= H�t��� − c . �8�

This equation states that the photon is “swept away” by the
Hubble expansion �the first term H�t���� while at the same
time propagating toward us at speed c �the second term�.

As an example, if the scale factor increases linearly with
time, a�t�=�t, where � is constant,14 then the Hubble param-
eter is H�t�=1 / t, and the Hubble distance Eq. �6� is �H=ct;
that is, the sphere of this radius beyond which galaxies re-

cede faster than light moves outward at speed c. Consider a
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galaxy at distance �G=a�te��G greater than the Hubble dis-
tance �H=cte at the time te photons are emitted. Such a gal-
axy forever recedes at a velocity vG= �da /dt��G=��G

=constant which is greater than c. In contrast, photons emit-
ted by this galaxy in our direction propagate according to Eq.
�8�, which, for the present case, is

d��

dt
=

��

t
− c . �9�

The solution for photons emitted at a distance �G at time te,

���t� =
�Gt

te
− ct ln
 t

te
� , �10�

shows that the photons eventually reach us at ��=0 at time
t= te exp��G /cte�. Immediately after emission the photons are
“dragged into recession” by the Hubble expansion, but when
the Hubble sphere of radius �H=ct expands to include these
photons �which occurs at time t= te exp��G /cte−1��, the pho-
ton velocity Eq. �9� switches from recession �d�� /dt�0� to
approach �d�� /dt	0�, allowing us to eventually see the gal-
axy that is forever receding faster than light.

D. The cosmic redshift is not a Doppler shift

A standard argument that the cosmic redshift is not a Dop-
pler shift shows that the cosmological redshift for the
Robertson–Walker metric has the form

z =

r − 
e


e
=

a�tr�
a�te�

− 1. �11�

That is, it depends only on the scale factor a�t� at the time te

of emission and the time tr of reception.17 Equation �11� is
not the formula for the Doppler shift of a source receding
with the Hubble velocity v=H�t��. There would still be a
cosmological redshift if the universe were not expanding at
all at the time of emission and at the time of reception
�v�te�=0 and v�tr�=0�, provided that some expansion had
occurred during the intervening time so that a�tr��a�te�. For
this reason the cosmological redshift is interpreted, not as a
Doppler effect, but as a stretching of the wavelength of light
during propagation when the universe is expanding.

We note that a special-relativistic Doppler effect at the
Hubble recessional velocity v=H�t��= �da /dt�� /a would
give a redshift of

z =�c + v
c − v

− 1 =�c + H�

c − H�
− 1 =�ca + ȧ�

ca − ȧ�
− 1, �12�

an expression entirely different from the cosmological red-
shift Eq. �11�, and one that does not even give a real number
for z at distances � greater than the Hubble distance �H of
Eq. �6�.

E. Special relativity does not apply in an expanding
universe

The conclusion that special relativity does not apply in an
expanding universe is reached from a number of different
arguments. A recessional velocity greater than c of material
objects �galaxies�, the failure of the special-relativistic Dop-
pler formula to account for the cosmological redshift, the

stretching of photon wavelength during propagation, and the
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size of the observable universe being greater than c times the
age of the universe all argue for a failure of special-
relativistic ideas.

F. The curvature of three-dimensional space is
determined by the value of k in the Robertson–Walker
metric

The curvature of three-dimensional space as determined
by the value of k in the Robertson–Walker metric is not
addressed in Ref. 1 but is a widely held belief in the cosmo-
logical community. The curvature scalar for the cosmological
three-dimensional space with the metric

d�2 = a2�t��d�2 + �k
2�d�2 + sin2 �d�2�� , �13�

is18

3R =
6k

a2�t�
. �14�

Hence, we may conclude that the spatial curvature 3R is
positive if k= +1, negative if k=−1, and is zero if k=0.

We emphasize that all of these conclusions are derived
solely from the form of the Robertson–Walker metric and
have nothing specifically to do with the Einstein or Fried-
mann equations which determine how a�t� changes with time
for a universe with a specified matter and radiation content.

IV. AN ALTERNATIVE INTERPRETATION

There is one and only one instance of the Robertson–
Walker metric for which measurement in an expanding uni-
verse can be directly compared with measurement in the
static flat spacetime of special relativity, namely, the negative
spatial curvature �k=−1� empty universe �T��=0� case. In
this case the Friedmann equation yields the scale factor

a�t� = ct . �15�

That is, the scale factor is proportional to time with a pro-
portionality constant equal to the speed of light c. For this
scale factor the Hubble parameter Eq. �5� is H�t�=1 / t, and,
at the present time t0, the observed value of H0=H�t0�
�72 �km /s� /Mpc places the age of this model universe at
the Hubble time t0= tH=1 /H0 of about 14 billion years. This
model universe does not describe the universe in which we
live. Its purpose is to serve as a counterexample to the con-
ventional interpretations of the Robertson–Walker metric.
Our model universe has the Robertson–Walker metric

ds2 = − c2dt2 + c2t2�d�2 + sinh2 ��d�2 + sin2 �d�2�� .

�16�

We emphasize that all of the previous arguments leading to
the conventional points of interpretation of the Robertson–
Walker metric apply to this metric. However, this metric is
special in that it is a flat-spacetime metric. The coordinate
transformation that brings Eq. �16� into a manifestly flat
form is

ct = ��ct̄�2 − r̄2, �17�

� = tanh−1
 r̄

ct̄
� , �18�
or its inverse
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t̄ = t cosh � , �19�

r̄ = ct sinh � . �20�

The metric in Eq. �16� becomes

ds2 = − c2dt̄2 + dr̄2 + r̄2�d�2 + sin2 �d�2� , �21�

where r̄ is the proper distance measured from the origin r̄
=0 in the new reference frame, and t̄ is the proper time on
synchronized clocks at rest �r̄ ,� ,�=constant� in these
spherical-polar coordinates. This metric describes a static,
flat spacetime in which all measurements have their well-
understood meanings familiar from special relativity. The re-
cessional motion of galaxies in this flat space is essentially
the same as that in the Milne cosmological model.19

We shall refer to the expanding reference frame with local
observers at fixed values of the comoving coordinates �, �,
�, with clocks at their locations to measure time t as the
“expanding frame” K; we shall refer to the frame with local
observers at fixed values of the coordinates r̄, �, �, and with
clocks at their locations to measure time t̄ as the “rigid

frame” K̄.
We next evaluate each of the previous conventional inter-

pretations concerning the Robertson–Walker metric Eq. �16�
discussed in Sec. III from the point of view of the rigid frame

K̄.

A. Do distant objects recede faster than light?

For objects at rest in the expanding frame K ��, �, and �
constant� the proper distance �=a�t��=ct� increases accord-
ing to the Hubble law d� /dt=H�t��=� / t, just as for any
other Robertson–Walker metric, and this velocity exceeds c
for � greater than the Hubble distance �H=ct. In the rigid

frame K̄ the recessional velocity calculated from Eqs. �19�
and �20� for �=constant, namely,

v̄ =
dr̄

dt̄
= c tanh � , �22�

never exceeds c, and does not obey the Hubble law of reces-
sion. We conclude that the Hubble law is a frame-dependent,
or coordinate-dependent effect, and is not a coordinate-
independent law.

These differing values for the recessional velocity come
about as follows. Consider the sequence of local inertial ref-
erence frames in the expanding frame K, each at a particular
�=constant and separated by equal coordinate displacements
d� extending from �=0 to some distant galaxy at �G
=constant. The observers of frame K are at rest in these local
inertial frames and measure distance d�=a�t�d� and relative
velocity dv= ȧ�t�d� between adjacent frames. By adding all
these distances and velocities together, the expanding-frame
observers conclude that the proper distance to �G is �=d�
=a�t�d�=a�t��G, and its recessional velocity is v=dv
= ȧ�t�d�= ȧ�t��G. These relations combine to give Hubble’s
law, v=H�t�� with H�t�= ȧ�t� /a�t�, even in the present
special-relativistic context.

The observers of rigid frame K̄ object to this logic. They
agree that the comoving observer of frame K in one local
inertial frame is moving away from the comoving observer

in the next local inertial frame, but they argue that these two
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frames are connected by a Lorentz transformation and, there-
fore, to go from the local comoving frame at �=0 to the one
at �G, one must successively apply each of these Lorentz
transformations to determine the velocity of the frame at �G
relative to the one at �=0. The resulting relative velocity
cannot exceed c because no combinations of Lorentz trans-
formations can yield a velocity of the final frame relative to
the first greater than c.

The rigid-frame observers point out to the expanding-
frame observers that if they “correctly” apply infinitesimal
Lorentz transformations between neighboring local inertial
frames for each coordinate displacement d� from �=0 to �
=�G at a given time t, the velocity of the composite Lorentz
transformation, namely the velocity of the galaxy at �G rela-
tive to the observer at �=0, is v̄=c tanh�a�t�0

�Gd��
=c tanh�v /c�, where v is the expanding-frame recessional
velocity. This result, which is the velocity of Eq. �22� for the
case �a�t�=ct, �=ct�� under consideration, never exceeds c
as it cannot in a flat spacetime. The rigid-frame observers
might also attempt to convince the expanding-frame observ-
ers that by adding together the relative velocities dv
= ȧ�t�d� of adjacent local inertial frames to obtain the veloc-
ity of a far off galaxy, they are actually using the classical
addition law for velocities instead of the correct relativistic
velocity-addition law. It is this error that leads them to con-
clude that galaxies can recede faster than light.

B. Is space expanding?

No one would seriously suggest that the rigid frame K̄ is

expanding. From the point of view of frame K̄ the coordinate
grid of frame K is expanding, and the K-frame observers,
which are fixed to the K-frame grid, are separating from one
another, but the phrase “space itself is expanding” seems

inappropriate from the K̄ observers’ point of view.

C. Can we see objects receding faster than light?

In rigid frame K̄, no material object, including galaxies,
travels faster than light. In this frame the recessional velocity
Eq. �22� never exceeds c, and so we can see galaxies that
were “incorrectly” assigned superluminal velocities by the
expanding-frame observers. But the set of objects truly trav-
eling faster than c is empty, and the question is meaningless.

D. Can the cosmological redshift be a Doppler shift?

For our model expanding universe, a�t�=ct, the cosmo-
logical redshift, Eq. �11�, reads

z =
tr

te
− 1. �23�

For radial light propagation the Robertson–Walker metric
Eq. �16� gives the null condition ds2=−c2dt2+c2t2d�2=0,
which integrates to tr / te=exp��G�, where �G is the comoving
coordinate of the source galaxy that emitted the light at time
te. Hence, the redshift for this galaxy is

z = exp��G� − 1, �24�

which is the redshift in terms of the expanding-space comov-

ing coordinates.
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From the rigid-frame, special-relativistic perspective,
space is static and the point �=constant recedes with veloc-
ity v̄=c tanh �. This recessional velocity produces a special-
relativistic Doppler shift

z =�c + v̄

c − v̄
− 1 =�1 + tanh �

1 − tanh �
− 1 = exp��� − 1. �25�

Thus, for this case the Robertson–Walker redshift for a
source receding faster than light in frame K is, according to

the observers in frame K̄, actually a special-relativistic Dop-
pler effect with no source exceeding the speed of light.

E. Does special relativity apply in an expanding universe?

The Robertson–Walker metric Eq. �16� with scale factor
a�t�=ct would certainly qualify as an expanding universe
because the proper distance �=a�t�� to comoving objects
��=constant� is increasing. But, as we have seen, a coordi-
nate transformation shows this metric to be one possible rep-
resentation of the flat spacetime of special relativity. There-
fore, special relativity certainly applies to this particular
Robertson–Walker universe, in contradiction to the conclu-
sion reached in Sec. III F.

Note also that in the rigid frame K̄, the redshift is entirely
a Doppler shift that can be measured by any observer at rest
�r̄=constant� and closer to r̄=0 than the source; that is, there
is no stretching of the wavelength as photons propagate in
this rigid frame. We conclude that wavelength stretching dur-
ing light propagation in an expanding universe is a
coordinate-dependent effect, and not an invariant property.

F. The curvature of three-dimensional space

The model Robertson–Walker universe in Eq. �16� has k
=−1 and negative spatial curvature �spatial curvature scalar
3R=−6 /a2�t�� in the expanding reference frame K. And yet
the coordinate transformation Eqs. �17� and �18� shows this
spacetime to be flat with a flat spatial metric

d�̄2 = dr̄2 + r̄2�d�2 + sin2 �d�2� �26�

in the rigid reference frame K̄. We conclude that the curva-
ture of three-dimensional space depends on the choice of
spacetime coordinates, and is not an invariant property deter-

Table I. Differences in interpretation derived from t
Walker metric� and rigid frame �special relativity me

Interpretation

Distant galaxies recede faster than light
The Hubble law v=H� applies
We can see galaxies receding faster than light
Space itself is expanding
Cause of redshift
Spatial curvature
mined by the value of k in the expanding frame.
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V. RESOLUTION OF PARADOXES

The special relativistic metric Eq. �21� describes the same
spacetime as the Robertson–Walker metric Eq. �16�. The
analysis of Sec. IV seems to leave us with several paradoxes.
Our quandary is summarized in Table I.

What can be learned from these paradoxical results? First
off, we reemphasize that this model universe is not intended
to describe the actual universe in which we live. This model
describes an empty universe, as does any flat-spacetime met-
ric. The example Robertson–Walker metric in Eq. �16� is
expected to correctly describe a universe in which the den-
sity of matter and/or radiation is so small that it has a negli-
gible effect on the flat-spacetime geometry �this assumption
is routinely made in special relativity when particle motion
and the propagation of radiation is studied while neglecting
their effect on the metric�. The galaxies in our model uni-
verse are comoving in the expanding frame K; they need
only be of exceedingly small mass. In this context the flat-
space Robertson–Walker metric in Eq. �16� has a conven-
tional interpretation that is strikingly at variance with the
special relativity metric in Eq. �21�.

These paradoxes cannot be avoided by considering a more
realistic universe containing matter and radiation. For any
Robertson–Walker universe �curved or flat�, we can choose a
new rigid radial coordinate r̄ for which fiducial observers
residing at constant values of this coordinate have an un-
changing radial distance between them, and all of the para-
doxes occur in these cases also, except that the redshift has,
perhaps, a component attributed to gravitational time dilation
as well as the Doppler effect, depending on one’s interpreta-
tion. The paradoxes result from the different spacetime coor-
dinates used in the Robertson–Walker and rigid-coordinate
cases, and not from the presence or absence of matter and
radiation. The flat-space case was chosen for simplicity and
because the essential physics is presented most clearly in this
simple case for which the argument is not obscured by ines-
sential curvature effects or cumbersome mathematics.

The all important lesson to be learned is not that one or the
other of these reference frames gives the right description of
cosmological events, but that both are entirely correct de-
scriptions of cosmological events for their respective sets of
fiducial observers. For the observers fixed to the comoving
coordinates of a Robertson–Walker reference frame, even in
flat space, the conventional interpretation of the associated
Robertson–Walker metric �with galaxies receding faster than
light, and so on� is appropriate. And for fiducial observers on
a rigid cartesian frame in flat space, the principles of special

alysis of the expanding universe frame �Robertson–
for the same empty-universe spacetime.

Expanding Frame �K� Rigid Frame �K̄�

Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No

Wavelength stretching Doppler effect
Negative Flat
he an
tric�
relativity �such as c being a limiting velocity� apply. There is
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¯

no contradiction or inconsistency, only different descriptions
of the same physics for different sets of observers �different
reference frames�.

Many of the paradoxes can be resolved by relating the
length and time intervals of the observers in the two refer-
ence frames. Consider two observers, one in the expanding

frame K and the other in the rigid frame K̄, who happen to be
at the same place at a given time. Both of these observers use
meter sticks and standard clocks at rest in their respective
local comoving frames to measure proper lengths and proper
times. But these two frames are in relative motion, and so the
distances and times of these observers are related by a Lor-
entz transformation at the relative velocity of the two observ-
ers. Therefore, we should, at a minimum, expect to encounter
all of the seeming paradoxes associated with the Lorentz
transformation of special relativity. In fact, the paradoxes we

encounter when comparing K and K̄ observations are even
more difficult to unravel because the relative velocity of ob-
servers in the two frames depends on place and time, and
observers stationed at fixed comoving coordinates of the ex-
panding frame are in relative motion.

From these considerations it is evident that proper distance
�the sum of locally measured proper distances� should not be
the same in the two frames because proper length is not
Lorentz invariant even in special relativity because it expe-
riences Lorentz contraction. Similarly, time is not Lorentz
invariant because it undergoes motional time dilation, and
simultaneity is not invariant either. There is no reason to
believe that the size of the observable universe �a proper
distance� or recessional velocity �a proper distance divided
by a proper time� should be the same in different reference
frames. The surprise, in our cosmological example is just
how vastly different these measurements can be in the two
different reference frames.

To make these ideas quantitative note that the fiducial ob-
servers of the expanding frame K �metric Eq. �16�� each have
local comoving inertial frames with short proper distances
measured from a given observer in the �, �, and � directions
given by

d�� = ctd� , �27a�

d�� = ct sinh �d� , �27b�

d�� = ct sinh � sin �d� , �27c�

and a local time coordinate dx0=cdt. These are the local
Minkowski coordinates for the comoving observer with co-
ordinates �, �, �=constant �the metric in Eq. �16� in terms of
these local coordinates is ds2=−�dx0�2+ �d���2+ �d���2

+ �d���2�. Similarly, the local inertial frames of the fiducial

observers of the rigid frame K̄ �the metric in Eq. �21�� have
space coordinates

d�̄r̄ = dr̄ , �28a�

d�̄�̄ = r̄d� , �28b�

d�̄� = r̄ sin �d� , �28c�

and time coordinate dx̄0=cdt̄. In terms of these local coordi-
nates the rigid-frame metric is ds2=−�dx̄0�2+ �d�r̄�2+ �d���2

� 2
+ �d� � �. The two local inertial frames for observers at the
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same place at a given time are in relative motion with the
relative velocity v̄=c tanh � �Eq. �22�� in the radial direction,
and therefore the coordinates of the two local inertial frames
are related by the Lorentz transformation

dx̄0 =
dx0 − �v̄/c�d��

�1 − v̄2/c2
, �29a�

d�̄r̄ =
d�� − �v̄/c�dx0

�1 − v̄2/c2
, �29b�

d�̄� = d��, �29c�

d�̄� = d��. �29d�

By using this transformation we can relate the physical pre-
dictions in the two frames. For example, the distance to a
galaxy at �=constant in the expanding frame K is the sum of
local proper distances d�� at constant time t �dx0=cdt=0�,
namely ��=ct�, and the proper distance to the same galaxy

in frame K̄ is the integral of d�r̄ at constant time x̄0, namely
r=ct̄ tanh �, which is more easily read directly from the co-
ordinate transformation Eqs. �19� and �20�. Each of the ob-
servers of either frame, observing the momentarily colocated
observer of the other frame, finds that observer’s lengths
Lorentz contracted in the radial direction �� or r̄ direction�
and no contraction in the transverse directions �the � and �
directions�, and each measures the clock of the other slowed
by motional time dilation.

These observations allow us to understand how the curva-
ture of three-dimensional space can be different in the two
reference frames. Consider a circle r̄=constant drawn in the

�= /2 plane at time t̄ in the rigid frame K̄. In this frame
three-dimensional space is flat Euclidean space and all of the
theorems of Euclidean geometry hold. In particular, the cir-

cumference C̄ of the circle is found to be  times the diam-

eter D̄ �C̄=D̄�. To see how these results differ from those of
the expanding frame, picture the measuring rods of the rigid
frame placed end-to-end along the diameter and circumfer-
ence of the circle r̄=constant. These rods are at rest in the
rigid frame, but are moving radially relative to the fiducial
observers of the expanding frame �they are moving toward
�=0 on the coordinates �, �, ��. Therefore, the fiducial ob-
servers of the expanding frame measure rods along the di-
ameter to be Lorentz contracted �because each of these rods
is moving in the direction of its length�, but measure no
contraction of the rods along the circumference �because
these rods move perpendicular to their lengths�. The
expanding-frame observers conclude that the rigid-frame
measurement of the circumference gave the correct value

�C= C̄�, but the rigid frame measurement of the diameter was
in error because contracted rods were used. If “full-length”
rods had been used �rods moving with the observers of the
expanding frame�, then the correct diameter of this circle
would be less than that measured in the rigid frame �D
	 D̄�, because fewer of the full-length rods fit into that inter-

val. It follows that if C̄=D̄ is the relation between diameter

and circumference in the rigid frame, and C= C̄ and D	 D̄,

then in the expanding frame we have C�D. A space in
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which the circumference of a circle exceeds  times the
diameter is a space of negative curvature. The actual relation
between circumference C and diameter D in the expanding
frame is most easily calculated from the spatial metric

d�2 = c2t2�d�2 + sinh2 ��d�2 + sin2 �d�2�� , �30�

and the result is

C = 
 sinh �

�
�D , �31�

where � is the radial coordinate of the circle in this frame.
This argument is reminiscent of Einstein’s early reasoning

showing that the spatial geometry on a rotating disk is
non-Euclidean.20 In this case measuring rods on the circum-
ference are Lorentz contracted due to their rotation relative
to inertial space, whereas rods along the diameter are not
contracted. Hence, C�D for measurements made by ob-
servers on the rotating disk. Again, we have negative curva-

ture for this three-space, whereas the relation C̄=D̄ is ob-
tained in the nonrotating inertial space.

Consider next the question of recessional velocity. It is just
as correct in general relativity to say that distant galaxies can
recede with superluminal velocities as it is to say they cannot
recede faster than c—it depends on which reference frame is
being used. Recessional velocity is a coordinate-dependent
concept and is not the same for different observers. The ve-
locity of an object depends on the reference frame in which it
is observed even in classical mechanics and vanishes in the
comoving frame. For our cosmological example the essential
difference between special and general relativity is that in the
latter we often use reference frames in which the fiducial
observers are in relative motion, whereas in special relativity
we are accustomed to using reference frames for which the
distances between fiducial observers remain rigidly fixed.
The difference in recessional velocities for the cosmological
frames considered here may be attributed to this difference.
In both frames c is a limiting velocity for a local observer. In
a rigid reference frame c is a limiting velocity even at a
distance from the observer, as in special relativity. But, in an
expanding reference frame the distance between neighboring
fiducial observers is increasing, and the sum of such relative
motions over large distances increases without bound. The
velocity of a distant object, though limited locally, can have
any value for a sufficiently distant observer because the local
velocity and the relative velocity of local and distant fiducial
observers add to give the velocity of the object, for example,
a galaxy relative to the distant observer. In special relativity
c is a local and a global limiting velocity because the relative
velocity of fiducial observers in a Minkowski frame is zero.

Enough has been said to resolve any remaining paradoxes
related to rigid and expanding reference frames. There are no
true paradoxes because general relativity is a consistent
theory; there are only different interpretations provided by
different reference frames. The example given here illus-
trates how vastly different such physical pictures can be.
This difference is a necessary consequence of the principle
of general covariance. The principle of general covariance
�that we can use any spacetime coordinates for the descrip-
tion of nature� applies just as well to the flat spacetime of
special relativity as it does to curved spacetimes, and once
this concept is understood, the physical equivalence of the
expanding and rigid frames for our flat model universe be-

comes evident. The only danger is believing that the inter-
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pretations in a particular reference frame, such as the con-
ventional interpretations of the Robertson–Walker metric so
well presented by Lineweaver and Davis,1 are invariant prop-
erties, which they are not. Most, if not all, of the interesting
phenomena described in Ref. 1 are specific to the conven-
tionally chosen comoving Robertson–Walker reference
frame and the fiducial observers affixed to this frame. Obser-
vations by a different set of observers �a different reference
frame or different spacetime coordinates� can lead to very
different �but equally correct and physically equivalent� de-
scriptions of cosmic phenomena.

The reader who is interested in pursuing further these or
other topics in cosmology is referred to the excellent texts by
Weinberg,21,22 Peebles,23 and Carroll24 in addition to the
work we have already cited.
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Kenyon College Physics Lab, 1916. Nearly one hundred years later, a surprising number of the pieces of apparatus
in this picture have survived and are in regular use, despite three moves. On the top of the cabinet can we see a
Thomas Young-type wave addition device and an earth inductor. On the right-hand side of the middle shelf are tuning
forks on resonators by Rudolph Koenig that are in regular use in lecture demonstrations. On the lower left-hand corner
is a circular Hartl disk used for optics demonstrations, and the tall rods next to it are part of a Young’s modulus
apparatus made by Gaertner of Chicago, and designed by Robert A. Millikan of the University of Chicago in the first
decade of the 20th century. �Unknown Photographer; Notes by Thomas B. Greenslade, Jr., Kenyon College�
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